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Abstract— When transmitting data over an ADSL or VDSL
link, performance is very important. In order to improve the bit
rate that can be achieved over the copper link, a lot of techniques
like power backoff (PBO) and dynamic spectrum management
(DSM) focus on the crosstalk and try to operate with lower noise
margin.

Today’s ADSL and VDSL modems are very robust. Both in
ADSL and VDSL there exist reconfiguration protocols that take
care of changing noise environments. The intent of the paper is
to know what the impact is of DSM on the robustness of these
systems. If the noise increases, the modem may lose showtime,
unless the modem can adapt its PSD to compensate for the
increase of noise.

In this paper, we investigate for DSM the speed and robustness
of various online reconfiguration protocols that exist today. We
will consider a worst case noise : a noise that also impacts the
communication channel that is needed to reconfigure the modem.
Since reconfiguration is essential to recover from a degraded
environment, the speed and the robustness of this reconfiguration
protocol is very important.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. DMT modulation

Numerous books can be found with respect to DMT mod-
ulation (see e.g. [2, chapter 1]). A big advantage of DMT
is the flexibility to configure its spectrum and bit loading in
accordance with the loop and noise conditions of the line. Each
carrier (DMT is often called MCM - Multi Carrier Modulation)
is considered as an individual channel. It is characterized by
the number of bits (

���
) it transports per tone and its relative

gain setting ( � � ) with respect to the average PSD. This means
that on carriers with high SNR, a high number of bits can
be loaded, whereas on carriers with low SNR, only a small
number of bits are loaded. Because noise conditions on the
line can change, there are protocols foreseen to reconfigure
the bit loading and the gains on each of the carriers.

Currently, there is a tendency to reduce the noise margin to
a minimum value, either to save power, to reduce crosstalk or
to use this power on other carriers to increase the bit rate. The
last two reasons to reduce the margin refer to DSM - Dynamic
Spectrum Management (see [3], [9] and [10]). When operating
with reduced noise margin, it is very important to restore the
noise margin in case a new noise source becomes active. When
operating the line with a negative noise margin, the bit error
rate (BER) will be above the target value of �����
	 . If the BER

remains high for a certain period of time, the modem will shut
down the link and will re-initialize. For normal internet traffic
a re-initialization is not dramatic : it will annoy the user, but
chances are big that he won’t even notice the interruption of
service. Other services like voice, video and gaming require
however a high Quality of Service (QoS) and re-initializations
should be avoided as much as possible. This means that the
speed to reconfigure the bit loading is very important.

II. VARIOUS BIT SWAP PROTOCOLS

A. ADSL1

The ADSL bit swap protocol uses the ADSL overhead
control (AOC) channel. The exact details of the AOC protocol
can be found in [4, Chapter 11]. All AOC messages are trans-
mitted 5 consecutive times and they will only be processed
if 3 identical messages in a time period spanning 5 of these
particular messages are received. This means that the AOC
protocol uses majority voting on message level.

Every message can contain only a limited number of bit
swap commands. The normal bit swap message can have 4
commands, and an ”extended” bit swap message can have
6 commands. Every

���
or � � change requires a separate

command. The length of a normal message is 9 bytes, the
extended message consists of 13 bytes.

After the transmission of the bit swap request, the near-end
modem will start a timer and wait for about ���� ms. When no
acknowledgement has been detected in this time-out interval,
the near end modem will re-send a bit swap request message.
So each time a failure in the protocol occurs, the actual bit
swap is postponed with approximately ���� ms.

If the far end modem received the bit swap request without
errors, it can answer the request with an acknowledge message,
which has to be sent within ���� ms after the reception of the
request. This acknowledge message also contains a counter
to indicate when the bit swap is to take place. The specified
counter needs to take into account a minimum wait time of ���
ms, which means that the actual bit swap can be performed at
the earliest ��� ms after the request.

Due to tone ordering the AOC channel is always allocated
to the tones with the lowest number of bits. Since in ADSL no

1ADSL or ADSL1 to make the distinction with ADSL2.
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1-bit constellations are used, the AOC channel will probably
be transported on tones having 2-bit or 3-bit QAM constella-
tions.

B. DMT VDSL

The DMT VDSL bit swap protocol uses the VDSL overhead
control (VOC) channel. The exact details of the VOC protocol
can be found in [6, Section 10.7]. The VOC protocol has all
functionality of the AOC protocol. On top of this there exists
an additional ”express” bit swap message. Since the AOC
messages only support a few commands per message, this
express bit swap mechanism was added to VDSL because there
are much more tones in VDSL than in ADSL. With the express
bit swap ������� tones can be updated using a single message.
In this case majority voting is not used : the message is only
sent once, but the message contains a ��� bit CRC for error
detection. There is no express swap acknowledge command,
so the receiver that initiates the bit swap request is responsible
for monitoring the returned signal to determine if the bit
swap request has been implemented by the far-end transmitter
or not. This requires of course additional complexity at the
receiver. Since there is no acknowledge message to indicate
when the bit swap is to take place, this is already indicated
by some additional fields in the express bit swap message.
It can be either the ”next bit swap frame” or the ”next-to-
next bit swap frame”. Since a bit swap frame consists out
of ��� DMT symbols, this means that the bit swap will be
performed approximately (duration of a DMT symbol is not
fixed in VDSL) after less than � ms or after less than � ms. If
the near end modem receiver detects that the bit swap request
was not implemented by the far end transmitter, it can choose
to re-send the express bit swap message.

In VDSL the same tone ordering is applied as for ADSL,
so the VOC channel is also allocated to the tones with the
lowest number of bits. For VDSL these tones will have 1-bit,
2-bit or 3-bit QAM constellations.

C. ADSL2

In ADSL2 the bit swap messages are encapsulated in an
HDLC based frame structure. Exact details of this protocol
can be found in [5, 7.8]. The HDLC frame contains 16 bits
that are used as CRC. The maximum allowed message size
of the HDLC frame is 1024 bytes. In ADSL2 the operator
can set the bit rate used for the overhead channel �����
	����	��
�
from � kbps to ��� kbps. A typical value is � kbps. After
the transmission of a bit swap message, the transmitter will
wait for ���� ms to get a response. This response will affirm
the message, defer the message or reject the message. If no
response was received, the transmitter will re-transmit the
same message. Immediately after detection of a affirmative
response, the bit swap is executed.

In ADSL2 a different tone ordering mechanism is used than
for ADSL or VDSL. The overhead channel is not allocated
explicitly to tones with a certain QAM constellation, so it
could be allocated to any QAM constellation ranging from
1-bit to 15-bit QAM constellations.

III. EXPECTED TIME NEEDED FOR THE COMPLETE

EXECUTION OF A SINGLE BIT SWAP MESSAGE

A. Geometric model

A geometric model can be used to model the exchange
of messages and their probability of success (see [12]). It
indicates the time (expressed as the number of trials) until
the first success occurs.

����� probability of successful transmission

of a single message
� 	 ��� ��� ����� probability of error/failure

for transmitting a single message��� �"! �#��$ �&%	 � ���'� probability that the first success-

ful transmission occurs after x trials
(*) �,+ � �

��� � expected number of trials

until first success
(*) �,+ � � � �

��� � � � expected number of

unsuccessful trials

B. ADSL

This results in the following formula for ADSL, indicating
the average time needed for the complete execution (trans-
mission, successful reception, implementation) of a single bit
swap message :

-
m

�/.1032546! � ����7 ����98 � �
��� � � !:) ;=<
+

(1)

C. VDSL

For VDSL, one has the same formula as for ADSL if no
express bit swaps are used. When only express bit swaps are
used, the calculation is more complicated. Since the response
time is much shorter, and the message size could be much
longer than for regular bit swap messages, one also needs to
take into account the delay for transmitting the message. Also
the processing time needed to determine if the bit swap was
executed or not is taken into account. Based on [8] it can be
calculated that for a simple receiver � ms should be enough
to guarantee reliable detection of the express bit swap.

The average time needed for the complete execution of a
single bit swap message can then be expressed as follows :

-
m

�?>@032546! � � - �A	CB �AD�7 - � 	�E�E���F
	 ! 8 �
���

) ;=<
+
(2)

with
- �A	CB �AD being the sum of the time given to the transmitter

to implement the bit swap ( � ms or � ms) and the time needed
for the receiver to detect the bit swap ( � ms).

- � 	�E�E���F
	 is the
time needed to communicate the actual bit swap message via
the overhead channel.

The time needed to transmit the message
- � 	�E�E���F
	 depends

on the number
>

of overhead bytes that is used per DMT



symbol. A typical value is
> � � byte. So the time needed for

an express bit swap request can be expressed as [6, 10.7.3.9]:
4 � 	�E�E���F
	 �?>@032546! � � 8 � �17 ��� �98����/�	��	�E !:) ��
� <
+

(3)
- � 	�E�E���F
	 �?>@032546! �

4 � 	�E�E���F
	
� 8 > 8 � � � ��� ) ;=<
+

(4)

D. ADSL2

The size of a bit swap request (on-line reconfiguration
command of type 1) can be expressed as [5, 9.4]:

4 � 	�E�E���F
	 �/.103254 � ! � � 8 � �17�� 8����/�	��	�E !:) ��
� <
+
(5)

so the time needed for a bit swap request in ADSL2 is :

- � 	�E�E���F
	 �/.103254 � ! �
4 � 	�E�E���F
	
� ���
	����	��
�

) ;=<
+
(6)

If the bit swap command is accepted or rejected then
immediately a message will be send back. So, the time out
of ���� ms is only used when the response message would not
be received correctly. The length of the response message is
fixed to � bytes. As such, the average time needed for the
complete execution of a single bit swap message is expressed
as follows :

-
m

�/.103254 � ! � - � 	�E�E���F
	 8 �
���

7 ����98 � 	 � � ��	18 � �
��� � � !
) ;=<
+

(7)

with � 	 � � ��	 the chance to have an error in the response
message.

IV. ERROR PROBABILITY OF A MESSAGE : � 	 �
Trellis and Reed-Solomon coding are not taken into account

for these calculations. It is assumed that coding can give
additional protection against noise. However, these codes are
used to increase the number of bits for data transmission and
not to lower the BER. With coding the target BER is still ��� �
	
for a noise margin equal to zero. Since the effects of burst
errors are not investigated in this paper, it means that we can
work as if the physical layer is uncoded without affecting the
general conclusions.

A. Symbol Error Probability for QAM Modulation

ADSL and DMT VDSL use QAM modulation with constel-
lation sizes ranging from � � � to � � � � . For � � ���

, the
probability of a symbol error (symbol error rate) for � even
is given by [2, section 6.3.4]

� 	�E � � !�� �
�
��� �� ��� erfc ��� ��� av� � � ��� (8)

and for � odd by

� 	�E � � !�� �
�
��� � � � erfc �!� ��� av� � ��� (9)

where �,�A� is the average SNR per symbol.

B. Bit Error Probability

For ADSL Gray coding is used to minimize the amount of
bit errors when a symbol error occurs. This means that the bit
error probability can be approximated with ([1, 4.2.6]) :

� 	#" � �� � 	�E � � ! � �� � 	�E � � � ! (10)

For VDSL no Gray coding is used and one can assume that
in the event of a symbol error, all erroneous bit combinations
are equally likely to occur. This assumption yields following
formula ([1, 4.2.2]) :

� 	#" �
�$� �&%� � � �

� 	�E � � � ! (11)

C. Protection of the bit swap protocol

Protection of the bit swap protocol was introduced to have
a higher protection against errors. The reason is very clear.
When the noise on a tone increases, its margin will decrease,
so the probability to have an erroneous bit on this carrier will
also increase. At the moment the margin drops below a certain
level, a ”bit swap” is needed in order to change the

� �
and/or

� � settings of this carrier and to restore the margin. However,
during this period, the carrier has a low margin and a higher
probability to produce errors, than during normal operations.
So if the bit swap message is transmitted on carriers that
are also affected by this noise, then this mechanism (which
should restore the margin) is extra vulnerable to errors. That
is why the overhead protocols that take care of the bit swap
mechanism, need extra protection.

Thanks to this extra protection, the probability to have an
error in the bit swap protocol is reduced. This is very impor-
tant, because in case a wrong bit swap command is executed
by mistake, the complete demapping will be wrong and the
communication link is lost, resulting in a re-initialization.

A calculation of the reliability (what is the chance that
an error occurs in the overhead channel, but is not detected)
can be found in [8]. In contrast with [8], this paper focuses
on detected errors and the delay that is caused by such an
error since they require re-transmission. The chance of an
undetected error is very small and considered here to be
negligible.

For ADSL and VDSL the protection of the bit swap
protocol is done either by means of majority voting or cyclic
redundancy check (CRC).

1) Majority voting: For the AOC (ADSL overhead control)
and VOC (VDSL overhead control) channel, majority voting
is used [4, section 11.1.2] and [6, section 10.7.2]: all AOC
(VOC) messages are transmitted 5 times and the receiver will
accept the message only if within these 5 messages, 3 identical
messages are detected and it will use that one. If no 3 identical
messages can be detected, no action shall be taken.

The chance to reject the message (having at least 3 errored
submessages) for ADSL and VDSL using normal bit swapping
is given by :



� 	 � � ��� 	�E���" � 7 � ��� 	�E���" � � ��� � 	�E���" � !

7 ��� ��� 	�E���" � � ��� � 	�E���" � !��
(12)

with � 	�E���" � the chance to have an errored submessage :

� 	�E���" � � ��� � ��� � 	#" !�	 (13)

with
4

the length of submessage :

 �

( � bytes) for a normal
message or ����� ( � � bytes) for an extended message.

2) Cyclic Redundancy Check: Both ADSL2 and VDSL
express bit swap use a cyclic redundancy check to detect errors
in the messages. In both cases, each message contains a ��� -bit
CRC protection.

The chance for ADSL2 and VDSL using express bit swaps
to reject the message (having at least 1 error) is given by :

� 	 ��� ��� � ��� � 	#" !�	������������ (14)

with
4 � 	�E�E���F
	 the size of the message.

D. Explanation of the expression ”single bit swap message”

The ”single bit swap message” is defined as follows :
for ADSL it is a normal bit swap message. This message
contains � commands, allowing a change of

� �
and/or � � , with

a maximum increase of � dB and a maximum decrease of�
dB for the � � values per command. For ADSL2 it is an

online reconfiguration message with reconfiguration parame-
ters (exact value for the new

���
and � � ) for

� �� tones (typical
amount of tones for downstream). For VDSL express swapping
the message contains configuration parameters for ����� tones
(typical amount of tones used in upstream or downstream) :
the

� �
can be set to any value, the � � can be modified with a

value ranging from � � dB to � dB indicating the amount of
decrease or increase.

Suppose for example that a modem is deployed on a line
at a rather low bit rate using DSM. It will do power back off
in order to reduce the possible crosstalk towards other users
and the noise margin will be � dB. Suppose that due to some
disturbance the noise on all tones would be increased with �
dB. For ADSL this requires

� � �� 8 � !�� � � ���� messages, as
the maximum increase in � � is limited to � dB. For ADSL2
this requires only 1 single message, updating all tones at once.
For VDSL it would require

�
messages, when using express

bit swapping ; using normal bit swapping it requires
� �����@8� !�� � � ���� messages.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Quantification of crosstalk noise

Based on [7] simulations can be done to quantify the effect
of crosstalk. Two reference cases have been simulated, one
for ADSL on a loop of ����� m, one for VDSL on a loop
of


 �� m. In each simulation the SNR is calculated for three
different scenarios : (a) no crosstalkers, so only with AWGN at
� � ��� dBm/Hz, (b) 1 worst case self crosstalker combined with
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AWGN at � � ��� dBm/Hz, and (c) 2 worst case self crosstalkers
combined with AWGN at � � ��� dBm/Hz. As such, one can
see the degradation in SNR in case a first or a second self
crosstalker comes up.

These two cases are examples in order to quantify the
degradation in SNR. Other loops will give different results,
but it is mainly the order of magnitude that is important for
the rest of this paper. One can see in Fig. 1 that for ADSL a
first disturber will degrade the SNR on tones lower than

� ���
kHz with more than � dB, on tones higher than

� ��� kHz with
less than � dB. For VDSL (see Fig. 2) a first disturber will
degrade the SNR on all tones with more than � dB on all tones.
A second disturber will degrade the SNR for both ADSL and
VDSL with less than � � � dB. This can be calculated from [7,
A.3.2] : ����� ��� ��� � � � � � � � � �! �" .
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B. Estimated time for a single bit swap message

Before the noise of a crosstalker is added it is assumed that
the modem is working with an initial noise margin of � dB.
This means that if the noise would increase with � dB, then the
resulting noise margin would be � dB and the modem would
still operate with a BER of ��� �
	 .

Since
- � also depends on the constellation size � of the

carrier(s) that are used for the overhead communication, tone
ordering applied in the various xDSL flavours and its effect
on the overhead channel is taken into account (see [4] ; [5]
and [6]). The tone ordering determines which tones are used
for the overhead channel. So for ADSL1

- � is calculated as
the average

- � � � !
for � � ��� � . For ADSL2 � � � ����� � � � � � is

used and for VDSL � � � ����� � is used.
In Fig. 3 the estimated time for successful transmission of

a single bit swap message (
- � ), depending on the amount

of additional noise is plotted. The same amount of additional
noise is added on all tones. As one could expect, the addition
of � dB of noise or less has no impact on

- � . For higher noise
injections however, there seems to be some kind of threshold.
At this point the communication link is degraded that much,
that it is almost impossible to exchange bit swap messages :- � is increasing very fast towards infinity. This means that
for such a noise the modems are not even able to exchange
messages to improve the quality of the communication channel
and the modems will have to re-initialize.

It is very obvious that ADSL2 and VDSL express bit
swapping require less time to perform the complete update.
However, due to their large message size, they are more
sensitive to bit errors on the overhead channel.

C. Effect of message length on
- �

In Fig. 4 the effect of the message length on the expected
time for a single bit swap

- � is shown, in case of ADSL2
and VDSL using express bit swap (ADSL and VDSL using
normal bit swap use fixed message length). The parameter �
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indicates the relative size of the message, compared to the
original size (e.g. �'� � � � means that for ADSL only half of
the tones, so 100 tones are reconfigured in a single bit swap
message). For low noises it turns out that the time needed
for successful bit swap message is mainly determined by the
length of the message, so when this length is divided by 2,
also the required time is divided by 2 ( � dBt difference, with)  �" � +�� ��� ��� � %��

��) <
+ !
). In fact this means that the total time

remains more or less the same. This statement is valid as long
as the time needed to transmit the message is still much larger
than the time for the other components like acknowledgement
and processing. The robustness however improves a lot when
smaller messages are transmitted. For ADSL2, the protocol
is capable of successful recovering from a situation with
approximately � � � dB more noise than before, for each factor
2 of message size reduction. For VDSL this is approximately
� � � dB more noise than before, for each factor 2 of message
size reduction.

D. Effect of the speed of the overhead channel on
- �

As can be seen in Fig. 5 increasing the speed of the overhead
channel reduces the speed of the time needed for a successful
transmission. The robustness against additional noise however,
is only slightly improved, mainly because the curve of

- � vs
additional noise is very steep for higher values of additional
noise.

E. Improvements

Robustness can be significantly improved by sending
smaller messages. However, when sending smaller messages,
also the number of reconfigurations per message is limited.

It would in fact be better if one could send a single message
indicating that the � � should be increased by

�
dB for a range

of tones, by just indicating the first tone of the range, the
last tone of the range and

�
, the amount of increase for � � .
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This would be a very short message, so the robustness for
successful communication is very high. After transmission of
such a message the individual tones can be tuned to their final
value, but at least the communication link survived.

Such a bit swap command would require changes of the
current standards.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we examined the probability of error for the
various bit swap protocols in case they are used in a modem
using DSM. Based on crosstalk simulation we indicated the
amount of additional noise that is injected to a modem if a
new connection is established on a neighbouring modem. The
average time needed for successful transmission of a single
bit swap message was plotted versus the amount of additional
noise injected into the modem.

Limitations of the various protocols in the scope of DSM
are indicated : ADSL and VDSL normal bit swapping are the
most robust ones, but rather slow. ADSL2 and VDSL express
bit swapping are very fast but are less robust when the modem
needs to deal with sudden high noise increases.

DSM can improve the reach and the rate of current modems,
but we don’t want to operate with less robustness compared to
the current ADSL and VDSL modems who usually work with
higher noise margins. When using DSM, the message size for
ADSL2 and VDSL should be reduced, as it can significantly
improve robustness. A short message dealing with a � � increase
on a range of tones, for which only start and stop tone need
to be indicated, is even better as it can update a lot of tones
in a robust way.
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